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本文将 Retinex 算法与 SIFT 算法进行了结合，提出新的特征点提取和匹配









































































Intrinsic image decomposition is a fundamental problem in computer vision, given 
an input image, corresponding reflectance and lightness image need to be decomposed. 
Early algorithm Retinex simulated the eyes’ invariance to illumination, and achieved 
good results, but it didn’t use the eyes’ ability to identity depth. In our work we 
proposal to combine the depth information with derivative Retinex, it avoids the loss 
of depth edge information in high level pyramids used by Stereo Retinex, which 
combines depth information with multi-level Retinex. Our method classifies 
derivatives to two kinds, one is reflectance derivatives the other is lightness 
derivatives, once the derivatives are correctly classified, the reflectance and lightness 
image can be calculated using image integration. The experimental results show that 
this method improves the precision of original Retinex algorithm. 
We also combined Retinex with SIFT algorithm and proposed a new image feature 
extraction and match method R-SIFT (Retinex SIFT), image feature extraction and 
match methods like SIFT fail when two images are taken under very different 
illumination, but experimental results show that R-SIFT performs well in these 
conditions, which means R-SIFT has better invariance to illumination .  
In the final part of our work we give intrinsic image decomposition algorithm’s 
application in license plate recognition, license plate recognition is an important part 
in intelligent traffic systems, in which license plate location is the basis of car plate 
recognition, its performance greatly influences the whole LPR system. Original 
license plate location methods fail in bad illumination conditions like the night 
condition. In our paper we combine Retinex with original license plate location 
method. We use the illumination invariant reflectance image to perform license plate 
location methods. And it solved the failure of original methods like the projection 
analysis method in bad illumination conditions. Based on the license plate location 














warning, first we use the registered car photos as standard to locate the car plate and 
performs R-SIFT feature extraction method on it, then we dispatch the standard 
features to different monitoring points, which performs the feature extraction 
procedure on cars detected, and finally it matches the detected feature with the 
standard feature it received, when the match number reaches a certain threshold, the 
system gives a warning that the suspicious car is detected, and different thresholds can 
be used to represent the importance of the event. 
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 如果物体表面为琅勃平面，同时环境中的光为白色， 那么使用一个标量 s
就可以表示图像中的像素信息，即: 
I sR                            (1.1) 
其中 I 为输入的三通道原始图像， s为 I 对应的亮度本征图； R 为 I 对应的反照
率本征图；本征图像的提取问题就是要通过原图 I 来求解未知的亮度本征图 s和
















图1.1 输入图像 I 分解为亮度本征图 s和反照率本征图 R  
 
1.2 相关研究 
1.2.1 Retinex 理论 
对本征图像的 早研究可以追溯到 Land 和 McCann[2]对人类光线感知的研
究，他们发现在观察场景的时候,人类的视觉系统为了正确判断物体表面的反照
率会试图去掉场景中的亮度信息。通过对人类视觉系统 Retina 和 Cortex 的研究，
他们提出了 早的用于分解本征图的方法 Retinex 算法[2, 3]， 初展示这一理论时，
































得 终 进 入 大 脑 的 信 息 与 光 照 无 关 ， 并 且 Land 等 人 采 用
Ratio-Product-Reset-Average 模型来模拟人眼的这种处理过程， 终获得了与人眼
这种功能类似的结果。正是由于 Retinx 理论模仿了 Retina 和 Cortex 的行为因此
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